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Abstract

Scientific applications contain program sections that ex-
hibit repetitive data accesses. This paper proposes com-
bined compile-time/runtime data reference analysis tech-
niques that exploit repetitive data access behavior in both
regular and irregular program sections. We present a new
compiler algorithm to detect such repetitive data references
and an API to an underlying software distributed shared
memory (software DSM) system to orchestrate the learning
and pro-active reuse of communication patterns. We eval-
uate the combined compile-time/runtime system on a selec-
tion of OpenMP applications, exhibiting both regular and
irregular data reference patterns, resulting in average per-
formance improvement of 28.1% on 8 processors.

1 Introduction

Software Distributed-Shared-Memory (software DSM)
Systems have been shown to perform well on a limited
class of applications [3] [12]. The importance and inter-
est of broadening this class is high, as software DSM tech-
niques can turn a low-cost distributed memory system into
a shared-memory platform, providing potentially high pro-
grammer productivity. The motivation behind the presented
research is to study and realize this potential. The state-of-
the-art programming method for distributed memory plat-
forms is through message passing, typically using MPI. In
creating MPI applications, programmers spend a consider-
able amount of time carefully and often tediously perform-
ing the following tasks. First, they partition the program
into parts that can be executed in parallel and that need to ex-
change information infrequently. Second, they insert and or-
chestrate send, receive, and other message passing functions
so as to package and communicate that information with
as little runtime overhead as possible. In shared-memory
(or shared-address-space) parallel programming models, the
first task remains. However, the second task is performed by
the underlying system. On software DSMs this system typ-
ically includes a page-based coherence mechanism, which

intercepts accesses to data not present on the current proces-
sor and requests the data from its current owner. This mech-
anism incurs runtime overhead, which can be large in ap-
plications that communicate frequently with small amounts
of data. In most cases, the overheads are larger than in the
corresponding, hand-tuned MPI program versions, although
it has been shown that the oppositecanbe the case in irreg-
ular applications, where hand tuning is difficult [12] [15].
The overhead incurred by software DSM systems appears
primarily as memory access latency.
Researchers have proposed numerous optimization tech-
niques to reduce remote memory access latency on software
DSM. Many of these optimization techniques aim to per-
form pro-active data movement by analyzing data access
patterns – either at compile-time or at runtime – so as to
determine the shared data references that will cause remote
memory accesses and thus expensive communication. In
compile-time methods, a compiler performs reference anal-
ysis on source programs and generates information in the
form of directives or prefetch instructions that invoke pro-
active data movement at runtime [3]. The challenges for
compile-time data reference analysis are the lack of runtime
information (such as the program input data) or complex ac-
cess patterns (such as non-affine expressions). By contrast,
runtime-only methods predict remote memory accesses to
prefetch data [2] based on recent memory access behavior.
These methods learn communication pattern inall program
sections and thus incur overheads even in those sections that
a compiler could recognize as not being benefitial.
The main contribution of this paper is acombinedcompile-
time/runtime approach to latency reduction in software
DSM systems. Both the compiler and the runtime sys-
tem share the task of data reference analysis. The com-
piler identifies which and when shared memory accesses
will exhibit repetitive access patterns. The runtime system
captures the actual data communication information such
as the address and the destination of remote memory ac-
cesses and repeats them where appropriate. In order to pass
the gathered compile-time knowledge to the runtime sys-
tem, the compiler instruments the program, telling the run-
time system when to learn which communication patterns



and when and how to apply this knowledge to pro-actively
move shared data between processors. The idea of combined
compile-time/runtime solutions has been expressed by oth-
ers [14, 11, 9]; however, our paper is the first to present
a compiler algorithm and a corresponding application pro-
gram interface (API), allowing the compiler and runtime
system to work in concert. Our compiler algorithm focuses
on the detection of repetitive data access patterns, which
are then analyzed by the runtime system. This approach
contrasts with methods where the compiler identifies poten-
tial remote accesses for the runtime system to learn from.
By identifying repetitive patterns at compile time, our algo-
rithm is able to avoid runtime overheads in remote accesses
that do not exhibit regular patterns. Our approach also con-
trasts with related work that analyzes communication pat-
terns at compile time [5, 8, 6]. Once our compiler identifies
repetitive patterns, the communication of the involved pro-
gram sections is analyzed at runtime, avoiding conservative
compile-time decisions.

The specific contributions of the paper are

• a new compiler algorithm that detects repetitive com-
munication patterns,

• a combined compile-time/runtime method and imple-
mentation that uses the compiler algorithm to activate
learning phases and pro-active data movements in a
software DSM system through an appropriate API,

• The evaluation of the combined compile-time/runtime
system on a selection of OpenMP benchmarks, ex-
hibiting both regular and irregular communication pat-
terns, resulting in average performance improvement of
28.1% on 8 processors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the compiler algorithm and the compiler in-
strumentation. Section 3 describes runtime mechanisms,
which we implemented as extensions of the TreadMarks [1]
software DSM system. Section 4 presents results. Section 5
contrasts our approach with related work, followed by con-
clusions in Section 6.

2 Compiler Analysis and Transformation

The compiler plays a key role in our software DSM op-
timization techniques. It identifies program sections that
exhibit repetitive communication patterns and controls the
behavior of the runtime system, which learns and then pro-
actively repeats these patterns.

2.1 Analysis of Repetitive Data References

Figure 1 describes the algorithm that identifies repetitive
reference behavior. Data references must meet two crite-
ria to be classified as repetitive accesses in a given loopL.
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Figure 1. Repetitive Data Reference Analysis
[a simplified version for extended abstract]

(1) The reference must be made in a basic block that exe-
cutes repeatedly in a sequence of iterations ofL and (2) the
involved variable must either be scalar or an array whose
subscript expressions aresequence invariantin L. To check
the first criterion, the algorithm determines thepath condi-
tions[4] for the basic block and tests for loop invariance inL

of these conditions. The gist of checking the second condi-
tion is in testing sequence invariance of all array subscripts.
Sequence invariance of an expression means that the expres-
sion assumes the same sequence of values in each iteration
of L. (Invariance is a simple case of sequence invariance
– the sequence consists of one value.) The output of the
compiler algorithm is the set of shared variables that incur
repetitive data references across the iterations ofL.

The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, it constructs
an inter-procedural control-flow graph of the program and
identifies loop structures. It also gathers all shared variables,
SharedVar. Next, for each loopL it identifies the setNon-
RepVar, which are those variables that donot incur repet-
itive references. To this end, the algorithm determines the
path condition expression (PCE) for each basic blockBB.
The path condition of a basic blockBB describes the condi-
tion under which the control flow reachesBB. Essentially, all
the branch statements of a program that reachBBhave to be



examined to compute the path condition forBB. For exam-
ple, in anif-statement with conditionc, c = true becomes
part of thePCE of all basic blocks in thethen block and
c = false becomes part of thePCE of all basic blocks in
theelse block. Path condition analysis uses methods intro-
duced by others (e.g., [4]). Loop invariance of each variable
in PCE is checked using the functionIs Invariant(variable,
loop), which builds on classical compiler methods.

Shared variables in basic blocks with loop-invariantPCE
are handled as follows. Scalars and arrays with sequence-
invariant subscripts incur regular accesses. All other vari-
ables (such as pointers and structs) are included inNonRep-
Var. The sequence invariance of a variablev is checked us-
ing the functionIs SequenceInvariant(v, L), which traces
the use-def chains ofv to test the invariance of the sequence
of values that are assigned tov in L.

All shared variables inBBswith loop-variant path condi-
tion expressions are included inNonRepVarwith the excep-
tion of loop-index-dependentPCEs, where the only loop-
variant variable isL’s index variable. For suchPCEsthe
compiler is able to determine the iterations ofL that execute
the involvedBBs. We will explain this case in more detail in
Section 2.3. FinallyNonRepVaris subtracted fromShared-
Var, resulting in the desired output of the algorithm.

Not shown in Figure 1 is a corner case that becomes rel-
evant if we take parallel execution of loopL into consider-
ation. If there is a critical sectionC in L, the order of pro-
cessors entering that critical section varies from iteration to
iteration, causing irregular communication behavior on oth-
erwise regular accesses. Our algorithm also moves all shared
variables accessed in critical sections to theNonRepVarset.

2.2 Compiler/Runtime System Interface

The compiler instruments the code to communicate its
findings to the runtime system. It does this through
an API containing two functions, which tell the runtime
system when/where to learn communication patterns and
when/where to repeat them, respectively. The overall model
of program execution is important at this point. We assume
that the program contains an outer, serial loop (e.g., a time-
stepping loop), within which there are a sequence of parallel
loops, each terminated by a barrier synchronization. This
execution model is consistent with that of many OpenMP
programs. We refer to this outer loop as the target loop.
The compiler identifies the target loop as the outer-most
loop containing parallel sections and a non-emptyRepVar
set. Next, it partitions the target loop body intointervals– a
program section delimited by barrier synchronizations. The
API includes the following functions, which the compiler
inserts at the beginning of each interval.

– GetCommSched(CommSched-id, StaticVarList)

– RunCommSched(CommSched-id)

In Get CommSched API, communication schedule identifier

t = ...

DO k = 1, N

        IF (k.LT.t)

               A(...) = ...

        ENDIF

        CALL Barrier()

        DO i = l_boud, u_bound, step

                A(i) = ...

        ENDDO

        CALL Barrier()

ENDDO

(a) original code (b) control-flow graph

(c) translated output code
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t = ...

DO k = 1, N

        IF (k.LE.t)

               A(...) = ...

        ENDIF

        CALL Barrier()

        IF ( k.EQ.2) ) THEN

                CALL Get_CommSched(1, A)

        ESEIF ( (k.GT.2).AND.(k.LE.(t-1)) ) THEN

                CALL Run_CommSched(1)

        ESEIF ( k.EQ.(t+1) ) THEN

                CALL Get_CommSched(2, A)

        ESEIF ( (k.GT.(t+1)).AND.(k.LE.N) ) THEN

                CALL Run_CommSched(2)

        DO i = l_boud, u_bound, step

                A(i) = ...

        ENDDO

        CALL Barrier()

ENDDO

6

7

8

Figure 2. Compiler translation example

(CommSched-id) andStaticVarListare passed to the runtime
system as parameters.StaticVarListis the list of shared vari-
ables with repetitive reference patterns, which will benefit
from pro-active data movement at the beginning of the in-
terval. StaticVarListis obtained by intersecting the set of
shared variables accessed within the interval andRepVar,
the set of shared variables with repetitive reference patterns
described in Section 2. When GetCommSched is invoked,
the runtime system learns the communication pattern of the
variables listed inStaticVarListand creates a communication
schedule, which is the set of data (pages in case of page-
based software DSM) that experienced remote memory ac-
cess misses. On a call to RunCommSched, the runtime sys-
tem finds the communication schedule usingCommSched-id
and pro-actively moves the data according to that schedule.

2.3 Example

Figure 2 explains our algorithm by an example. Fig-
ure 2 (a) shows the OpenMP source code, annotated by ba-
sic block numbers. The corresponding control-flow graph is
given in Figure 2 (b). The back edges in the control-flow
graph corresponds to the two loops. We refer to the outer
loop asL1 and the inner loop asL2. By the algorithm in
Figure 1, the path condition expression (PCE) for the ba-



sic blockBB4 is (k < t). PCE of BB4 is a loop-index-
dependentPCE because the only non-invariant variable in
PCE is the index variablek of L1. From this information,
the compiler recognizes that the control-flow will continu-
ously follow the path fromBB3 to BB4 to BB5 whenL1 it-
erates from 1 tot-1. In BB6, i (the index variable of an array
A) is sequence invariantto L1 because the sequence of val-
ues thati will have inL1 do not change across the iterations
of L1. Then, the compiler determines that a shared arrayA
in loopL1 will exhibit two regular communication patterns
during the (1 <= k < t) period and the (t <= k <= N )
period, respectively.

Figure 2 (c) is the instrumented code after the transla-
tion where the statements inside the dotted box are inserted
by the compiler to pass the compile-time knowledge to the
runtime system. The phases of learning and applying the
communication schedule are delayed by one iteration in the
instrumented code, because the first iteration of each regular
period tends to incur cold misses.

3 The Runtime System

3.1 The Base Runtime Shared Memory System

We use the TreadMarks [1] software DSM as the baseline
software shared memory runtime system in our experiments.
TreadMarks provides explicitly parallel programming prim-
itives similar to those used in hardware shared memory ma-
chines. The system supports a lazy invalidate [10] version of
a release consistent (RC) memory model. The virtual mem-
ory hardware is used to detect accesses to shared memory
and the consistency unit is a virtual memory page.

3.2 The Augmented Runtime System

[This section to be expanded in the final paper.] We
have modified the TreadMarks version 1.0.3.3 to support
the pro-active data movement with message aggregation.
The augmented runtime system captures the communica-
tion pattern and creates the communication schedule dur-
ing the interval whereGet CommSchedis called. On a call
to RunCommSched, the augmented runtime system applies
the communication schedule by pro-actively moving data.
When there are multiple messages to the same processor,
those messages are aggregated into a single message to re-
duce the number of messages communicated. Also, the
shared data that are pro-actively moved will not incur re-
mote memory misses during the execution, which results in
the reduction of DSM coherence overheads.

4 Results

We evaluated the combined compile-time/runtime system
on a selection of SPEC OMP and NAS OpenMP bench-
marks, exhibiting both regular and irregular communica-
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Figure 3. Number of messages of our compile-
time/runtime system normalized to that of the base-
line TreadMarks

tion patterns. Our commodity cluster consists of Pentium-
II/Linux nodes, connected via standard 100Mbps Ethernet
networks. We used five Fortran programs: WUPWISE,
SWIM, and APPLU from the SPEC OMP benchmarks and
CG from the NAS OpenMP benchmarks and SpMul. The
OpenMP applications are translated into TreadMarks pro-
grams using the PCOMP compiler [13]. Among these pro-
grams, WUPWISE, SWIM, and APPLU are regular appli-
cations and CG and SpMul are mixed regular/irregular ap-
plications. We performed repetitive data reference analysis
according to the proposed compiler algorithm and instru-
mented the programs with the described API functions for
pro-active data movement. Overall, our applications show
regular communication patterns in most of their execution,
even in irregular program sections. For example, CG and
SpMul have indirect array accesses. In both applications,
the indirection arrays are defined outside each target loops
and the compiler analysis is able to determine that the in-
volved array accesses exhibit regular communication pat-
terns. However, when our compiler analysis detects non-
repetitive data references, such as array accesses with loop-
variant subscript arrays or shared data accesses within criti-
cal sections in the applications, it identifies such accesses to
have irregular communication patterns and does not apply
pro-active data movement. Owing to the precise compiler
analysis, we can selectively apply pro-active data movement
to only shared variables that show regular communication
patterns.

We measured the number of messages generated dur-
ing the execution of programs in the proposed compile-
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Figure 4. Speedup for TreadMarks and Compile-
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time/runtime system. Figure 3 illustrates the number of mes-
sages of the proposed system normalized to that of the base-
line TreadMarks. As shown in the graph, our approach re-
duces the number of messages in the software DSM by up
to 49% and on average by 27% on 8 processors. The re-
duction of the number of messages is achieved by the ag-
gregation of communication messages. Figure 4 presents
the performance of the baseline TreadMarks and that of the
proposed compile-time/runtime system compared to the se-
quential execution times. Programs are executed on 1, 2, 4,
and 8 processors. On 8 processors, the proposed technique
achieves 28.1% performance improvement over the baseline
TreadMarks system. The performance enhancement mainly
comes from the reduction of the number of messages and
the reduction of the page fault overhead. Our compiler anal-
ysis makes it possible to obtain these reductions by applying
pro-active data movement to the right data at the right time.

5 Related Work

Based on how communication analysis is achieved, we
categorize previous works into compile-time only, runtime
only and compile-time/runtime integrated techniques.

Dwarkadas et al. [3] describe an integrated compile-
time/runtime software DSM. Their work is a compile-time
approach because the communication analysis is performed
by the complier. Their compiler computes data access pat-

terns for the individual processors and the runtime system
uses this information to aggregate communication. Their
communication analysis uses regular section descriptors to
represent the regular array access as linear expressions of
the upper and lower bounds along each dimension, and in-
cludes stride information. Therefore, the access patternsthat
can be analyzed are limited to linear expressions of array in-
dices. Our compiler analysis does not have this restriction,
as long as the expression shows repetitive data references.

Bianchini et al. [2] propose and simulated the Adaptive++
technique, a runtime only data prefetching strategy for soft-
ware DSM. Their technique improves the performance of
regular parallel applications by using the past history of
memory access faults to adapt between repeated-phase and
repeated-stride prefetching modes. Adaptive++ does not is-
sue prefetches during periods when the application is not
exhibiting one of these two types of behavior and is thus be-
having irregularly. This method [2] learns communication
patterns inall program sections throughout the program exe-
cution. Thus, this approach incurs avoidable overhead when
there are communication pattern changes during the execu-
tion and even when the application has completely repeti-
tive patterns because the runtime system has to continuously
monitor and predict the communication patterns.

The third approach is a combined compile-time/runtime
analysis of remote data communication. Viswanathan and
Larus [14] showed how a parallel-language compiler helps
a predictive cache coherence protocol to implement shared
memory communication efficiently for applications with un-
predictable but repetitive communication patterns. Their
compiler uses data-flow analysis to detect remote shared
memory accesses in parallel functions. When their com-
piler identifies that there will be communication in a parallel
phase, it places directives to invoke a pre-send phase of the
predictive protocol on all processors. Keleher et al. [11] [9]
described a modified home-based protocol to selectively em-
ploy a hybrid invalidate/update coherence protocol. Their
scheme uses update an protocol that pre-sends data by flush-
ing updates at barriers when data are consistently commu-
nicated between the same set of processors and applies an
invalidate protocol for the remaining data. Their compiler
locates data that will likely be communicated in a stable pat-
tern, then inserts calls to DSM routines to apply the flush
operation. Since their compiler annotation does not guar-
antee that the communication pattern is static, there will be
unnecessary data movement among processors when there
are shared data with dynamic access pattern or a communi-
cation pattern changes during execution. Both Viswanathan
and Larus [14] and Keleher et al. [11] [9] presented compiler
analyses to detect remote references. However, their compil-
ers do not identify repetitive patterns and thus cause runtime
overheads inall program sections. Also, as compile-time
analysis is intrinsically conservative, they do not capture re-
mote accesses precisely. This contrasts with our precise run-
time learning of such accesses, enabling further overhead re-



ductions.
Lu et al. [12] present a compiler and software DSM sup-

port for irregular applications. Their compiler algorithm
identifies indirection array(s) and then the runtime system
uses this information to determine the set of shared pages
that each processor has accessed. These pages are aggre-
gated into a single message, and prefetched prior to the ac-
cess fault. Their runtime system traverses the indirection
array to compute the list of pages to prefetch, which is a
similar operation to the inspection phase of the inspector-
executor models. Han and Tseng [7] described their work
on irregular applications. In their approach, their compiler
inserts inspectors and inspectors are executed only when
there is a change to the communication pattern in order
to amortize the overhead of inspectors. To detect such a
change, their compiler examines global arrays accessed in
the parallel loops and array subscripts containing indirection
arrays are found and the indirection arrays are marked. Their
compiler then examines the program to determine whether
indirection arrays are modified within the time-step loop.
Their compiler analysis achieves similar objective to ours
in identifying static communication patterns for arrays ac-
cessed through indirection arrays.

In contrast to these two approaches, which target irreg-
ular applications, our method deals with both regular and
irregular accesses in a unified framework.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a combined compile-time/runtime ap-
proach for accelerating the execution of applications with
repetitive communication patterns. We have described an
algorithm that detects shared data that incur repetitive ac-
cesses in both regular and irregular program sections. Our
compiler algorithm is essential to accurately and selectively
apply pro-active data movement to remote memory accesses
showing static communication patterns. We evaluated the
proposed compile-time/runtime system using OpenMP ap-
plications, consisting of both regular and irregular applica-
tions. We achieved performance improvements as signifi-
cant as 44% and on average 28.1% on 8 processors.

Our work helps enable shared-memory programming
methods on distributed-memory platforms. The ultimate
goal is to combine high programmer productivity with cost-
effective hardware solutions. While our programs do not
yet perform as well as highly hand-tuned MPI programs, the
presented work has brought us a step close to this goal.
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